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Abstract
The Maya town of Uaxactun was discovered a hundred years ago. Since then, several archaeological projects have excava-

ted the site and almost 200 burials were discovered and documented. However, they were never thoroughly analyzed in a single 
work. Different projects used different methods of excavation, documentation and description, which makes such analysis more 
difficult. A new method of analysis, focusing not only on the burials and their contents, but also on the context in which they 
were deposited, could bring new interesting results. Before such analysis can be carried out, it is necessary to implement data 
harmonization, composed of a new descriptive system, applied on these features and finds. In this paper, I would like to present 
the database which was created as a basis for further analysis of this material and focus on some problems which are closely 
tied to the used method of documentation.

Keywords: Uaxactun, burial customs, mortuary variables, data harmonization

Resumen
La ciudad maya de Uaxactún fue descubierta hace cien años. Desde entonces, varios proyectos arqueológicos han ex-

cavado el sitio y casi 200 enterramientos fueron descubiertos y documentados. Sin embargo, nunca fueron analizados en una 
sola obra. Diferentes proyectos utilizaron diferentes métodos de excavación, documentación y descripción, que hace que esta 
análisis sea más difícil. Un nuevo método de análisis, centrándose no sólo en los enterramientos y su contenido, pero también 
en el contexto en que los entierros fueron depositados, podría traer nuevos resultados interesantes. Antes de que análisis de este 
tipo se pueda llevar a cabo, es necesario implementar la armonización de datos, compuesta de un nuevo sistema descriptivo 
aplicado sobre los rasgos y objetos encontrados.

En este artículo, me gustaría presentar la base de datos que fue creada como una base para análisis más detallado de este 
material y se centran en algunos problemas que están estrechamente vinculados con el método utilizado en la documentación.

Palabras clave: Uaxactun, costumbres funerarias, variables mortuorias, armonización de datos

INTRODUCTION

As it was stated by several other scholars, rituals connected to burials had a special place in ancient 
Maya culture. It was not only a dramatic rite of passage that encompassed the utilitarian functions 
pertaining to the disposal of the human body (albeit in ritual manner). The burials of the elite and 
royalty played a significant role in legitimizing of kingship after the death of an important ruler and the 
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accession of a new king. It might even be said that ancestors validated political power, resources and 
status (McAnany 1998: 272; McAnany 2013; Scherer 2015: 175). Burials were placed in relatively 
public areas, such as temples and plazas, but also in domestic structures, ensuring that the dead were 
laid to rest in a familiar place and souls could find their way back to the dwellings of their descendants 
to be reincarnated, where the bones of the ancestors could serve as conduits for communication with 
the dead. In other cases, burials seem to be connected to episodes of architectural remodeling and new 
construction phases, where their placement probably functioned in the capacity of an offering.

It is not only the grave goods and the position of the body that is considered to be of importance 
when burials are concerned, but also the position of the grave in the space occupied, the manner in 
which the grave was deposited and its overall morphology. If we wish to study these aspects in more 
sophisticated way, it is necessary to first carry out the data harmonization and build a database, that 
would contain more detailed information about the context, in which the burials were placed. This 
paper focuses mostly on harmonization of burial data obtained during several years of excavations 
carried out in Uaxactun by different archaeological projects. The most important task was creation 
of unified descriptive system. For handling of these data, a computer software called Deposit was 
used. This software was developed in Slovakia with a special focus on the needs of archaeologists not 
only for data organization, but for later analyses as well. More detailed and systematic description of 
archaeological contexts and features can be helpful in testing various hypotheses and formulating new 
interpretations.  

EXCAVATIONS AT UAXACTUN

The Maya settlement of Uaxactun was discovered in 1916 by Sylvanus G. Morley (Morley 1916: 
339). Although the topographic survey was carried out between 1923 and 1924, the excavations did 
not start until 1926. The first phase of the research was conducted under the direction of Oliver G. 
Ricketson of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. The now well-known Group E was selected as 
the first area to be excavated on account of its supposed astronomical significance (Ricketson and 
Ricketson 1937: 30). Other parts of the site were excavated in the later phase of the project, carried out 
by the same institution, but under direction of A. Ledyard Smith between 1931 and 1937. This phase 
focused on the Groups A, B and C, and also on house mound survey in more distant parts of the site 
(Ricketson and Ricketson 1937; A.L. Smith 1937, 1950; R. Smith 1937; Wauchope 1934).

Excavations resumed in 1983 and continued until 1985 as a part of the Proyecto Nacional Tikal 
(PNT) under the direction of Juan Antonio Valdés. These investigations focused on parts of the site 
that had already been excavated, but expanded its activities to Group H. Also, the survey in adjacent 
zones was quite extensive. The second part of the investigation under the PNT was realized in Group 
D between 1988 and 1989 (Valdés 1986, 2005; Acevedo 1994, 2012; Laporte 1986; Laporte and 
Valdés 1993).

Between 2009 and 2015, the site of Uaxactun has been investigated by the Slovak project under the 
direction of Milan Kováč and Slovak Archaeological and Historical Institute (SAHI). The excavations 
focused mainly on the Preclassic complexes of the city (Groups F and H), although other parts of the 
site (e.g. Groups C and G) were investigated as well (Kováč and Arredondo 2009, 2011, 2013; Kováč, 
Alvarado and Medina 2014, Kováč, Alvarado and Drápela 2015). In addition, the project focused also 
on mapping the adjacent areas of the ancient settlement. The current map of Uaxactun can be seen in 
Figure 1.
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BURIALS OF UAXACTUN

During these extensive excavations in Uaxactun, 183 features containing human skeletal remains 
were documented. These include also features that contain only crania, or the secondary burials of 
long bones, which can be interpreted in different ways. The information presented about these features 
has been obtained from published reports of the various archaeological projects that have investigated 
this site.

The investigations of Carnegie Institution yielded 116 burials, which are included in the present 
analysis. For these cases, the original nomenclature has been preserved. It contains the information 
about the part of the site, where the burial was discovered (indicated by capital letters and a number). 

Figure 1. Map of Uaxactun. The map is based on data from mapping operations of SAHI-Uaxactun Project 
(Lieskovský et al. 2014) and  Proyecto Nacional Tikal (Acevedo 2012).
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This includes Burials A1-75, B1-3, C1-2 (Smith 1950; A.L. Smith 1937; R. Smith 1937), Burials E1-23 
(Ricketson and Ricketson 1937), and Burials HM1-13 (Wauchope 1934). Three other examples were 
added and marked as CAR1-3. These features were not originally documented as burials, although 
the presence of human skeletal remains was noted. As such these constitute “Problematical Deposits” 
to use the nomenclature established for the Tikal investigations. These burials were discovered in 
Chultun II, III and IV (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937: 172-173).

During the investigations of the Proyecto National Tikal, 51 burials were documented. These 
burials were included in the database of the PNT project, with which they share the same system of 
nomenclature. Each burial was labeled PNT- followed by a sequential number. As with preceding 
cases, the nomenclature was preserved as well (Valdés 1986, 2005; Acevedo 1994; Laporte 1986; 
Laporte and Valdés 1993).  

The SAHI-Uaxactun project discovered 13 burials. In my previous work (Horáková 2014), I only 
included burials SAHI-1, 2, 3 and 4 (de León and Zajacová 2009; Gillot and Kovár 2009), which were 
discovered in Groups C and G, in undisturbed contexts. To complete the data, I decided to include also 
features containing human skeletal remains that were discovered in caves in close proximity of the 
site (Tec Pool 2011, 2013; Tec Pool and Kováč 2011), and also burials from the disturbed contexts, 
discovered in various looters trenches in the investigated areas (Arredondo et al. 2011; Medina et al. 
2011), especially in Groups C and F. The nomenclature of the burials, especially those excavated in 
2010 and 2011, has been changed in the present database. Originally, these burials were labeled in 
such a way as to contain information about the year of excavation and burial number. However, due 
to errors introduced in the field, different features were assigned the same number, it was necessary to 
change the nomenclature. As such, these burials were labeled as SAHI-5 to 13. An overview of all of 
the documented burials is presented in Tables 1-6 (see Appendix).1

BUILDING THE DATABASE

For further analysis of the excavated burials, it was necessary to create a database in suitable 
computer program to handle and manage this amount of data. Due to the fact that the information from 
various projects and authors were used, it was necessary to create a unified descriptive system that 
would prevent the loss of information as well as enable comparison between different arrays of data. 
The character of the data and constant need to modify the structure of the database in the process of 
elaboration and compilation, called for a suitable software, which would be adjusted and tailored to 
these requirements. A newly developed software, called Deposit, was chosen for this task. 

The Deposit Software
The Deposit database system was developed by Peter Demján (Comenius University, Bratislava) 

to improve the process of digitalization of archaeological documentation and description of three-
dimensional material, and to enable the employment of various analytical tools in data analysis (Demján 
2016: 38-40). This database system incorporates also visual data and was used in digitalization of 
documentation from the site of Svodín in Slovakia (Demján 2016), and also in creation of Slovak 
database of Archaeological Chronometry (Barta et al. 2013).

1 I would like to take the opportunity to comment on my previous work and correct some mistakes, as similar 
overview of burials, but based on older descriptive system, was published in Horáková 2014. In that article, 
however, some mistakes in data harmonization were made, resulting in incorrect indication of body position of 
some PNT- burials. Naturally, I take full responsibility for these errors and present a corrected version here.
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The functions of this software include:
 – The possibility to create simple relations between individual records; not only between the tables, 

 but also between records in the same table, which enables the implementation of graph database  
 model (Angles and Gutierrez 2008).
 – The creation of queries based on multi-level relations
 – To import, export and display of raster graphics
 – To import, export and display geometric data, with the possibility of extending the record to  

 include geographic spatial information and coordinates
 – To access the database from external applications
 – To be based on open source code

The system was developed as a server application, supporting Windows, Linux and OS X operating 
systems. Data manipulation is possible through graphical user interface. Its basic functionality includes 
the possibility of creating the relations between databases and connecting image data through drag-
and-drop function. Tables can be displayed in text and graphical mode (see Figure 2).

The database system was programmed in Python programming language, with implementation of 
web2py application framework.

The descriptive system 
The development of a descriptive system is an iterative process, which is preceded by some 

theoretical model (Neustupný 2007: 108). In this case, the model used was based on various descriptive 
systems, applied on similar archaeological data in the past (e.g. Becker 1993: 68-69; Ruz 1989; Smith 
1950: 71-85, 88; Welsh 1988; Wright 2006: 44-45). Some of these systems were applied also on the 
data from Uaxactun, examined here. Comparison of these systems indicates that their terminology 
need to be unified and modified before we can apply it to the data analyzed. The “grave type” category 
represents a good example of the necessity of terminological unity. This issue was previously addressed 
by Welsh (1988: 7-24), who also proposed a solution by offering new terminology, based on grave 
morphology. As he observed, commonly used terms have different meanings to different authors. This 
category was not the only one that required some refinement.

To complete the description of the material from Uaxactun, other descriptive categories were 
added. Thus, the material needed to be re-classified in modified descriptive system before further 
analysis. The system was modified after initial examination of the analyzed material (Horáková 2014). 
The current operative version of this descriptive system is adapted to the analyzed material and may 
need further modifications in case of application in different geographical context.

Individual records in the database are divided into phenomenological and ideational realms. This 
concept was described in detail by Robert Dunnell (2002) and was addressed in the field of Maya 
studies, for example in methods of ceramic classification (Rice 2013: 12-18). The phenomenological 
realm includes things and events, which can be observed – in our case, it contains observed and 
documented features and finds. The ideational realm is composed of ideas or concepts, which have no 
tangible existence, but can be observed through some manifestation in the phenomenological realm. 
These records are organized in tables, which can be divided in three different groups:

1. Phenomenological realm (features and objects)
Tables of this type contain lists of individual features or finds, which were observed and documented 
during the excavations. Every record has its own unique code and designation. These are actual tangible 
objects, that were discovered during the excavation as parts of the archaeological record (structures, 
archaeological contexts, skeletal remains, artifacts, observable remains of past events), or created by 
the archaeologists during the excavation for documentation purposes (excavation unit).
Examples: Burial A2, Structure A-XVIII, Main Trench.
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In some cases, these records contain also connected documentation in the form of images, such as 
plans, photos and drawings.

2. Ideational realm (conceptual classes)
The second type of data is organized in tables, which contain abstract and intangible conceptual 
classes, that can be created independently on documented features and finds, and can be previously 
established.2 These records are functioning as descriptors of listed features/objects, are linked to the 
records from the first group.
Examples: Tripod plate, mortuary structure, crypt, Nanzal Red.

2 An example would be an idea of a plate with 5 supports, which can be based on previous experience with 
ceramic shapes – plates and supports. This idea can exist in the descriptive system even if no real example of 
such plate is ever found during the excavations. Similarly, an idea of plate with 3 supports is created and later 
linked to actual ceramic vessel found in the archaeological record. In the second case, the idea is manifested in the 
phenomenological realm through actual object, while in the first case, it is not.

Figure 2. Graphical user interface of the Deposit software. The system allows text view (left side) and graphical 
view (right side). This example shows overview of Burial A9.
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These tables were elaborated during the process of creating the database and their arrangement 
is not fixed. The resulting organization was adapted to the needs of the user and was based on the 
material from Uaxactun.

3. Sources
The third kind of tables contains information about sources of information, such as descriptions, 
bibliography and citations. As such, this data field pertains more to the metadata of the database.

The descriptive system is composed of the objects of description, descriptors and the relations 
between them. However, the descriptors are not necessarily identical units with qualities, and objects 
of description do not have to be identical with entities (Neustupný 2007: 105). It is possible to describe 
one entity by another (a burial is described by the finds it contains or comprise it), or one quality by 
another (the type of decoration is described by the technique of its creation). The relation between 
tables is demonstrated in Figure 3.

Features and objects (Phenomenological realm)
Phenomenological realm contains finds or features, that can be directly observed during the 

excavation; they are tangible objects in the real world. In the database, the following classes of objects 
or features are used:
CONTEXT – any defined part of the space, which was used by the Maya. This class includes buildings, 
complexes, the defined space between them (such as plazas and courts), caves, chultuns, etc.
EXCAVATION UNIT – unit that was created by the archaeologists during the excavation for 
documentation purposes. 
GRAVE – intentionally modified or created feature, which was used as a place of interment. It can 
be composed of specially built structure, simple modification of the terrain (pit) or even only of 
inclusion of the body in construction core or fill, which creates a kind of formless grave with no outline 
observable later in the archaeological context. 

It is necessary to differentiate between burial and grave (Welsh 1988: 15-16). In some cases, one 
grave can contain more than one burial. This practice is sometimes referred to as collective burial, 
which contains remains of several individuals whose deposition did not happen at the same time, but 
rather the same grave was used for this purpose for a longer period (Duday 2009: 104). The presented 
descriptive system and database treats these events as several burials linked to one grave.
BURIAL – evidence of the ritual interment3 of the body and grave goods in the grave, that can be 
observed in the archaeological record. It does constitute material contents (which is represented by 
the skeletal remains and grave goods), but rather observable arrangement of this material content, 
based on the presumption of their contemporary deposition in the grave. Those cases, where 
stratigraphic record suggests more events occurring in longer period of time, are treated as separate 
burials, placed in the same grave. One burial can contain various grave goods, and in some cases 
more individuals, buried at the same time. These instances are labeled as multiple burials (Duday 
2009: 98).
SKELETAL REMAINS – remains of one individual, can contain complete or incomplete skeleton.
FIND – any object that was intentionally placed in the grave, or material remains of some activity, 

3 It is necessary to mention that the published catalogs of burials from Uaxactun contain several problematic 
instances. Human skeletal remains were documented as burial even in those cases, where ritual interment was 
probably not present. An example can be seen in description of Burials A7, A13 and A18 (Smith 1950: 95-96), 
where the body was placed on the surface and subsequently covered by debris from surrounding structures. These 
instances should not be analyzed ritual interments. However, they are included in the database to preserve the 
original data collected by the CIW project.
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such as charcoal. In some cases, one find is composed of several elements (e.g. necklace composed 
of several beads and pendants) and is described by various objects (components) that are linked to it.

The relations between these tables are usually presented in this manner:
Context/excavation unit (contains) grave (contains) burial (contains) skeletal remains and finds.

Figure 3. Data model of the database built in the Deposit system.
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In some instances, this relation can be modified, especially in cases, wherein the specially 
constructed and modified feature used for interment (grave) is missing, and the burial is placed in 
pre-existing context (e.g. chultun or cave). One grave can contain several skeletal remains (collective 
burial), and one burial can contain more individuals (multiple burial).

Conceptual classes (Ideational realm) 
The ideational realm refers to qualities, commonly called ideas. In the archaeological record, 

they are observed only by means of some phenomenological manifestations (real objects or features), 
although the existence of these ideas is possible without such manifestation (see above). The database 
elaborated here contains only those categories that were necessary to describe the objects included, 
however, the software is highly flexible and more categories can be added at any time.

Context description 
Graves and burials in Uaxactun were found in a variety of different contexts. Most of them were 

found in structures of various types (functions), or between these structures in plazas and patios. Some 
burials were found in caves and chultuns, one case was found in an ancient quarry.

Context type 
Definitions of structure types found in Uaxactun were published before (Smith 1950: 71-74, 83-

85) and for the purposes of this paper were not significantly modified. This typology was based on the 
possible function of these structures. Although the function of a structure cannot always be defined 
with certainty, in many cases, it can be inferred from the context and information obtained during the 
field investigation. The used definitions include: 
Temple - building supported by a substructure, usually with simple interior plan, probably of ritual 
significance. Temples often appear independently, in pairs, or in a triadic configuration and are usually 
located in the cores of Maya cities (Smith 1950: 72; Welsh 1988: 26; Parmington 2011: 11-12).
Palace - multi-roomed, usually vaulted building, probably serving as elite residence. As it was 
previously noted by T. Inomata, the term palace is defined by the morphological attributes, not by 
its function; the term elite residence refers to the function and does not concern the morphological 
attributes. They are not synonyms, but they overlap semantically (Inomata 2001: 341).
Ceremonial platform - building of probable ritual significance without any superstructure. These 
structures vary in size and shape, some rise in terraces or have stairways on all 4 sides (Smith 1950: 
72; Welsh 1988: 26).
House mound - low mound, single or part of a domestic group, with residential function. 
Causeway/road - artificially leveled areas, connecting one group to another. There are several examples 
in Uaxactun, the most important connected Groups A and B, another one was found in Group D.
Mortuary structure - The description of these structures, for those cases that were found in Uaxactun, 
significantly overlaps with temples or house mounds, but their primary function was to receive burials. 
One variety of this type is large mortuary structure, similar to temples, containing a burial chamber, 
that was built during the construction (Structure B-VIII and possibly B-XI). Another example of this 
type was the later phase of House Mound II, after the occupancy of this structure was terminated and 
the structure served as a burial mound (Smith 1950: 72). 

Other types of contexts include the following:
Plaza - relatively large exterior space that is delimited by structures that are commonly but not 
invariably of large size (Loten and Pendergast 1984: 11). They functioned as meeting areas and areas 
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and spatial settings for diverse public interactions (Parmington 2011: 13).
Patio -  exterior space, bounded by architectural features, that is larger than a room but smaller than 
a courtyard (Loten and Pendergast 1984: 11), usually associated with small groups of house mounds.
Cave - natural caverns, found in the close vicinity of the site, may have been altered by human acti-
vities, but represent a part of natural environment.
Chultun -  chamber cut out of natural limestone. They were entered from above, through a narrow 
cylindrical neck, which was sometimes covered, used for a variety of purposes (Gray 2000).
Quarry - area that probably served as sources of limestone for construction purposes, found at various 
parts of the site.

Private and public space
Burials (or graves) in Uaxactun were discovered in a variety of contexts and structural associa-

tions. Some of them, especially those found in large plazas or structures associated with monumental 
architecture, suggest the possibility of having a rather public character –  burials that were a matter 
of bigger ritual or social significance for the whole community. On the other hand, some burials were 
found in space that seems to have rather private character, whether in enclosed palace rooms or in 
residential areas. These contexts or places were probably accessible to smaller groups of people. The 
meaning of a royal burial (and death) and its effect on the life of the community has been discussed 
before - the death of a king and his burial was an important event in the life of the community. For 
the living, it was often an opportunity to demonstrate wealth and power (Fitzsimmons 2009: 178-180; 
Scherer 2015: 182). 

The aspect of built environment as theatrical spaces is tied to various types of structures. Some 
of them, such as temples and ceremonial platforms, served as stages for public displays, large plazas 
were probably designed to hold larger numbers of people. Palaces were more restricted, thus provided 
different types of theatrical space. These differences probably affected the the type of performance that 
were conducted in different types of space (Inomata 2001: 345).

The distinction between public and private spaces is a complicated one, as these concepts can be 
defined in various ways (Parmington 2011: 21). The definition of private and public space in the Maya 
area has been addressed in the past (e.g. Cheek 1983), one of the most extensive studies of this matter 
was presented by Damian Bazy in his thesis (Bazy 2010), where he focused on various Maya sites, 
including Uaxactun. Bazy (2010: 49) suggests further examination of the following characteristics to 
distinguish between these two types of space:
Intimacy: In public space, intimacy is eliminated by larger numbers of people, which leads to nume-
rous encounters between individuals and groups. Private space can accommodate smaller numbers of 
people, usually belonging to one household or group with closer relations.
Visibility: Public space is open, verbal or visual communication within the architectural complex, 
which defined as public, is not restricted by architectural elements. Private space is closed, visibility 
is limited by architectural elements.
Accessibility: Public space is easily accessible, with no obstacles. Access to private areas is restricted 
and controlled.

Based on these criteria, a division of public and private space in Uaxactun was suggested (Bazy 2010: 
244-248, Fig.129-144; Bazy et al. 2010: 189-196). His analysis focused on larger architectural units. 

However, several parts of the same structure (or complex) can serve various functions. It is 
not uncommon that palaces contained larger central rooms, that were probably used for meeting 
and audiences. Other side rooms, that may or may not be connected to the central room, probably 
served as private rooms of the ruler, his family or servants and other members of the household 
(Inomata 2001: 350-351). Therefore, if we attempt to analyze the public or private character of 
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individual burials, various parts of included structures should be examined separately. The following 
designations will be used:

a. Public open space: large open plazas, associated with monumental architecture; visibility is not 
restricted. These areas can be accessed by large amounts of individuals, which enables attendance of 
rituals by larger parts of the community. 
Examples: Group E – Main plaza; Group B – Main plaza

b. Public restricted space: parts of larger complexes that probably served some public (ritual, 
political or administrative function), but the accessibility, visibility and intimacy is restricted. The 
activities happening in this space were probably of some importance to the whole community although 
the rituals could be observed from a distance (Inomata 2001: 355), and only smaller groups of people 
can access this space at the same time. This includes temples, that are among the most restricted 
spaces of all (Schele and Mathews 1999: 29), but at the same time, their monumentality effectively 
demonstrates their presence  (Parmington 2011: 12). 
Example: Temple E-X; Complex A-V - Construction R

c. Private open space: parts of larger complexes that probably served some public (ritual, 
political or administrative function), but the accessibility, visibility and intimacy is restricted. Rituals 
happening here could not be observed without entering the enclosed space, the access to these areas 
is more restricted by architectural features. Only smaller groups of people can access this space at the 
same time. This includes also closed patios or courts with residential functions, or areas surrounding 
smaller residential groups, that were not associated with monumental architecture. Some of these areas 
could be accessed without restrictions, such as surrounding areas of small residential groups, but were 
probably of lesser importance to community as a whole.
Examples: Group D – Patio VIII; House Mound II

d. Private restricted space: very restricted space or room, that can be a part of larger complexes 
(such as palaces), or small residential structures. Only a small number of individuals can access the 
space at the same time. 
Examples: House Mound IV – Room 3; Complex A-V - Construction Q – Room 57

Architectural detail
Description of context, in which the grave was placed, is sometimes, if possible, modified by 

associated architectural detail (altar4, bench, stairway, floor of room, platform floor, etc.), which can 
be useful for further analysis of mortuary context.

Grave type 
Various grave typologies are commonly used in various publications, using the same terms for 

grave types (for example Smith 1950: 88, Ruz 1989: 119-124 or Welsh 1988:  16-18. These authors 
were dealing with the burials of Uaxactun, however, other typologies exist and are used at other sites). 
Commonly used terms for grave types that are present in Uaxactun  include simple, cist, crypt, tomb 
and usually chultun, which I moved into the context type category. However, as it was mentioned 
before, the definitions of these types vary greatly in different publications. This is apparent also in the 
case of Uaxactun, where the definitions of Smith (1950) and Welsh (1988) were applied on the same 

4 Small platform, probably with a religious function, usually placed against the center of the back wall of the 
room but not extending to its end walls, with vertical sides (Smith 1950: 78). They are usually found in temples, 
sometimes in palaces. In this database, this type of architectural feature refers to interior altars and should not be 
confused with stone monuments, usually associated with stelae.
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sample of 116 burials from the excavations of the Carnegie Institution (see Figure 4), using the same 
terminology. For future analyses, the reexamination of these burials, based on the description of the 
graves in documentation and drawings, was carried out. The definitions of grave types employed were 
modified slightly, although they were significantly inspired by Welsh.
Simple burial: Such inhumations are placed in an unlined hole or pit in the ground, or included in fill 
during construction. According to Welsh (1988: 16), this type can be divided into varieties. The simple 
variety is defined as a formless grave in construction fill, opportunistically made during structural 
reconstruction, while the pit variety is described as an unlined hole, dug into soil, bedrock, fill or 
rubble. This division certainly makes sense, however, it is not applied for other grave types – crypts and 
cists can be also made during construction or dug into the pre-existing structure. Here, this distinction 
is indicated in the “grave deposition” category (see below).
Cist: This grave type is defined as outlined grave consisting of stone lining on at least one of its 
sidewalls, cap or floor, and is divided into varieties (partial cist, uncapped cist and capped pit). To be 
classified as cist, the grave must be outlined intentionally, not simply as a result of digging a hole into 
hard construction core or bedrock.
Crypt: Refers to graves constructed with partly or completely stone lined walls and are always covered 
by capstones to form a type of roofing. Simple holes, dug into hard fill, core of bedrock and covered by 
capstones are sometimes classified as crypts. Here, these instances are classified as capped pit, which 
is a variety of cist grave.
Tomb: This is an elaborate chamber lined with facing stones, or a rock/cut space of considerable 
dimensions, far exceeding those of the corpse. 

Grave deposition
 In many cases, it is noted that the burial was intrusive or inclusive, but this characteristic was 

not systematically documented and studied. Sprague (2005: Chapter 4: XI) mentions this type of 
description of the disposal area, but does deal with it in a systematic way. However, in the Maya 
area, the type of grave deposition seems to be of importance. Although this category was reflected 
in previously published works to some degree (for example the simple and pit varieties of simple 
burials in Welsh 1988: 16), however, it was not thoroughly applied for all of the used grave types and 
varieties. Also, in the case of simple and pit burials, the grave morphology is a result of the character of 
the material, which is surrounding the grave, not intentions. “Grave type” should reflect the degree of 
elaboration of the grave, while the “grave deposition” category reflects its connection to pre-existing 
structures. It was divided into the following varieties:

a. Intrusive: Grave constructed by intentional intrusion in older structure. The original structure 
may be repaired, or overlaid by later construction.

b. Inclusive: Grave placed in construction fill or core; opportunistically made during structural 
reconstruction, or new construction phase (described as “negative grave construction” in Haviland 
1985: 142).

c. Precedent: No older structure was present at the time of the grave deposition, so the grave 
cannot be classified as truly intrusive or inclusive.

In some cases, grave deposition cannot be determined due to poor preservation of the structure/
floor or insufficient documentation.

Burial type 
Most of the burials examined were primary interments of one individual, placed directly in the 

grave. In some instances, the type of burial was different. Urn burials are sometimes referred to as 
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a separate grave type (the distinction I made in my previous work also). However, I have come to 
agree with Welsh (1988: 20) that these instances do not constitute a separate grave type (based on 
grave morphology), but a different mode of burial, which can be deposited in any type of grave. 

Figure 4. Burials from the Carnegie Institution research divided according to grave type (grave morphology), 
based on Smith 1950 and Welsh 1988.
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Several cases of secondary burials were documented. Although it is necessary to distinguish between 
two-stage burials, secondary burials and redeposited remains (for discussion of secondary burials see 
Duday 2009: 89-92), for the purposes of documentation, the term “secondary burial” was used for 
those instances, where the disarticulation of skeletal remains occurred sometime after the primary 
interment, for reasons that are (at this stage) not specified or interpreted. Also, some cases of double/
multiple burials were documented. These instances contain skeletal remains of more individuals, 
apparently interred at the same time (in contrast with collective burials, see Duday 2009: 98, 104; 
in such instance, several burials with one or more individuals would be linked to the same grave in 
the database).

Description of skeletal remains and grave goods
The skeletal remains are described in a way that is commonly used in a wide range of publications, 

which includes information about the position (supine, prone, flexed, extended, on left side, on right 
side, seated, irregular, head only in cases of primary interments; scattered, piled, skull only and long 
bones only in cases of secondary interments), orientation (indicated by the head position within the 
grave) and osteological data (age and sex). In some instances, intentional body modifications (dental 
– filed or inlaid; or cranial), or the post-mortem treatment of the body (burning at pelvis, painting, 
bundling, face cutting, removal of femurs, etc.) is mentioned.

The description of grave goods is based primarily on the material and, if possible, function of 
documented objects. Depending on the type of the find, other attributes are provided (e.g. vessel form, 
decorative modes, artifact modification, and many more). In some cases, find position is also indicated 
(for example vessel covering head or bloodletting implements at the pelvic region).

If it is possible, dating of the burials or finds is included in the description. Relative dating is in-
dicated in different manners if possible: cultural period, architectural phase or ceramic complex. In a 
few cases, absolute dating (14C) is included.

A basic overview of the burials is presented in Tables 1-6 (see Appendix). These tables do not 
include the information about the grave goods, body modifications and body treatments, as they were 
published before and the system of their description did not require numerous modifications.

MISSING DATA

It is not uncommon that archaeologists have to deal with large quantities of missing data. In some 
cases, this problem cannot be prevented. The skeletal material encountered in graves is often in a very 
bad condition, which sometimes makes identification of the position, or basic skeletal examination 
impossible. Some of the documented burials were looted and thus the contexts were destroyed, which 
has resulted in the loss of their informative potential. In many cases, however, the incompleteness 
of the data is not a result of unavoidable circumstances, but rather an outcome of the excavation and 
documentation methods, which were used at the time of the field investigations.

The grave deposition category is based on the information that was included in the published re-
ports. However, in many cases, the published catalogs of burials do not contain sufficient details when 
the description of this parameter is concerned. The relationship between the grave and surrounding 
context cannot be inferred with certainty.

The relationship between individual graves/burials can also be problematical. Burial B2 (Figure 5) 
is an interesting example. It contains remains of two female individuals and an interesting set of grave 
goods (Smith 1950: 52, 102, Fig. 139). The relationship between the grave and the structure is not 
described in the published documentation, so grave deposition cannot be inferred. What is even more 
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interesting is that “the west end [...] appeared to have been added later” (Smith 1950: 52, 102) and is of 
different construction. Thus, it is not clear, if this is an example of one grave with double burial, or two 
connected graves. This issue would be solved by more detailed description of stratigraphy, individual 
observed events and their relationship in the archaeological record (for example application of the 
Harris matrix in documentation, as described in Harris 2014). A similar problem was also encountered 
in the case of other burials, especially in chultunob (e.g. PNT-252, PNT-244), where it is not clear, if 
the burials were contemporary or successive.

In cases of the PNT burials, some discrepancies in the published sources (Lopéz 1991; Valdés 
1986, 2005) were noted. These were most apparent in the osteological data. In those cases, where the 
differences were more difficult to resolve, data about the archaeological context were taken from the 
field reports (Valdés 1986, later published as Valdés 2005 with the information slightly modified), 
while the skeletal data were taken from the work of N. Lopéz (1991). Her results seem to be reflected 
also in the later publication of Valdés (2005).

One of the problems, especially concerning the spatial distribution of burials, is the contextual 
nomenclature that includes the names of structures and other features. Several systems were used during 
various periods of investigation and mapping and these systems were never unified. This makes the 
localization of some burials very problematic. One of these cases is Burial PNT-196, which was found 
“in a house mound structure, 675 m east of Structure A-XVIII”. If we compare this information with 
a map, later published by Acevedo, Calderón and Hermes (1992: 123, Fig.3), the structure mentioned 
could be identified as one of the mounds in Patio VIII, designated Structures 44 through 47. In the map 
used by Bazy, Valdés and Arnauld (2010: 190, Fig.5), however, these structures are marked as Structure 
1, 2 and 3. The nomenclature, which was used in this phase of investigation (Valdés 2005, 1986) for 
residential structures in close vicinity of Groups A and E, uses some other system, which is not identical 
with either of the aforementioned systems, nor the grid system, which was applied by Acevedo (2012)5. 

5 This system is similar to the system used in Tikal. According to this system, every feature is numbered 
independently by square, the number prefixed by the grid square designation (Carr and Hazard 1986: 6).

Figure 5. Burial B2 (Smith 1950: Fig. 139).
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For further analysis, harmonization of the spatial data and nomenclature is necessary. This is one of 
the aims of the Uaxactun Regional Archaeological Project, which will be accomplished by the creation 
of a Geographic Information System (GIS) project, consisting of the current map of Uaxactun and 
surrounding areas. The problem of data harmonization is resolved by creation of new nomenclature 
that supersedes earlier designations. The database contains also the previous systems that were used in 
this area (Lieskovský et al. 2014: 337). This system is currently being developed.

POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS

The link between the quality and quantity of grave goods and social status of the deceased is 
among the most studied topic when burial practice is concerned (e.g. Krejci and Culbert 1995; Wright 
2006). More detailed focus on different characteristics, especially spatial data and grave deposition, 
could bring more interesting interpretation of mortuary customs.

Axiality, wealth and status
It is clear that some of the burials were intentionally placed in line with central axis of the structure 

to with which they are connected, while others were placed in a seemingly random manner. The 
placement of burials on the principal axis of a building seems to have some connection with the status 
of the deceased and was observed at several sites, including Copan (Ashmore 1991: 210), Altun Ha 
(Pendergast 1982) and Tikal (Becker 1993: 57; Coe 1990). It is sometimes related to new construction 
events (McAnany 1998: 278-280). 

In the Early Classic period, there was  a tendency to construct graves in alignment with the primary 
axis (Burials C1 and C2) or centers of structures. Some of these burials were also accompanied by 
construction of some kind of memorial, such as shrines (Burials A20, A22, A29 and A31), or were built 
in specially constructed mortuary structures (Burials B1 and B2). The mentioned burials share some 
other characteristics6. These burials were placed in more elaborated grave types (tombs or crypts), in 
most cases, bodies were placed in extended-supine position with head oriented to the east (with an 
exception of Burial C1 with seated position and B2 in flexed-supine positions), and were accompanied 
by larger quantities of grave goods, which include large numbers of ceramic vessels (in case of Burials 
A22 and A29 more than twenty), jade artifacts (Burials A22, A29, A31, C1 and C2), shell artifacts 
(Burials A22, A29, A31 and B2), mosaics (Burial A20, A31 and C1), necklaces (Burial A20, A29 and 
B2), earplugs (Burials A22, A29 and A31), bloodletters (Burials A22, A29, A31 and B2), red pigment 
(Burials A22, A29 and A31) and other items. Based on these characteristics and their co-occurrence, 
Burials A22, A29 and A31 were previously labeled as “royal burials”  (Krejci and Culbert 1995: 108-
109). Some of these characteristics (bloodletter in pelvic region, body position and orientation and 
central position in a structure) were shared also by Burial PNT-191. This group includes male (A22, 
A29 A31 and C1) and female (Burial B1, B2, C2 and PNT-191) burials.

Another interesting feature in this period were burials accompanied by large lithic deposits, 
composed of various obsidian and flint debitage and fragmentary lithic implements. Two of these 
burials (PNT-203 and PNT-191) were placed in line with the axis of Structure E-X and in its center. In 
third case (Burial PNT-206, in Palace B-II) the relationship between its placement and the axis of the 
structure is not specified. Layers of flint and obsidian chips mixed with mortar were observed also in 

6 An exception is Burial C2, which was a burial of a female, placed in a simple grave in flexed position. However, 
a connection of this burial to Burial C1, interpreting them as possible couple, was suggested (McAnany 1998: 
277, similar practice was discussed in Ashmore 1991).
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construction of tombs of Burials A20 and A22. Large deposits of flint or obsidian chips and flakes were 
observed at other sites, including Altun Ha (Pendergast 1969: 29-31), Caracol (Chase and Chase 1987: 
61), Tikal (Moholy-Nagy 1997), Cancuen (Andrieu 2011: 1047), Buenavista del Cayo (Yaeger et al. 
2015: 182-183) and others. This practice was associated with elite or royal burials (Fitzsimmons 2009: 
103; Eberl 2005: 101-104), and its symbolic meaning connecting it to the entrance to the Underworld 
was suggested (Coe 1988; see also Źrałka et al. this volume).

The connection between the placement of the grave and the quality and quantity of included grave 
goods in the Late Classic period in Uaxactun was mentioned by Rathje (1970: 370). The example of 
four burials from the A-V complex suggests, that the places which were probably connected with pu-
blic offices and where power was wielded (rooms with benches facing outwards to the public space), 
contained the richest7 burials, that were encountered in this complex during the period in question 
(Burials A34, A40, A43, A48). Based on their placement, we could add other examples to this group. 
Burial A38 contained three ceramic vessels. Compared to the rest of Late Classic burials discovered, 
this could be interpreted as one of the richer burials. Burial A45 did not contain any ceramic vessels, 
but a significant quantity of bone artifacts, including several perforated teeth of various animal species, 
and jade beads, uncommon in Late Classic burials of Uaxactun, were found with it. Burial A41 was 
found directly in front of the room in which Burial A43 was found (Construction R). It contained three 
ceramic vessels, a jade bead and other artifacts. The richer burials of this period, containing larger 
numbers of ceramic vessels, fine painted wares and jade artifacts, were found also in ceremonial plat-
forms (Structure A-I, Construction V of A-V complex, Structure A-III). All of these burials (A2, A3, 
A4, A10, and A23) occupy positions in the centers of the mentioned structures. In terms of grave type, 
all of these were classified as crypts, which represents a higher level of grave elaboration. 

Based on these observations, we can say that in the Early and Late Classic period, a group of 
individuals, probably of higher social status, was buried in a manner that differed not only in quantity 
and quality of grave goods, elaboration of grave, body treatment and position, but also location of the 
grave and construction of shrines. These burials were commonly found in public or open areas, which 
could be associated with public acts of veneration. This would be in line with the interpretation that not 
all of the deceased would become ancestors and be venerated after their death (McAnany 2013: 29). 
Although most of the individuals in this group were male, attributes of elite burials associated with 
females were not uncommon.

Local occurrence of burial practices
In four burials containing vessels from the A-V complex, which were placed in a way that does not 

coincide with any axis of the structure, the vessels were used to cover the face of the deceased. These 
are the only four8 documented instances of this practice from the Late Classic period at Uaxactun. 
Three of these burials (A46, A47 a A51) were found on the upper level of the stair of the Construction 
S, the fourth instance was found in Burial 64, located in Room 28 of Construction L, which is in close 
vicinity of the remaining three examples. This practice was documented at several sites, in various 
types of contexts and graves (Welsh 1988: 64-80). One of the possible interpretations is protection 

7 These burials contained ceramic three or more vessels, which is uncommon for Late Classic burials in Uaxactun 
(11 of 88 burials) and jade artifacts, such as beads, flares or parts of a mosaic (found only in 10 of the Late Classic 
burials).
8 Fifth possible instance was Burial A3, located in Structure A-I. The head of the individual was oriented to the 
north, together with a cluster of 4 vessels, one of which was a plate with a “kill hole”. However, the bones were 
in a bad condition and the position was not determined with certainty (R. Smith 1937: 208, 224), and will not be 
discussed here.
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of the head of the deceased. This practice is often associated with vessels, that were “ritually killed” 
by drilling a hole (Scherer 2015: 117-121). However, the occurrence of vessels with “kill holes” in 
Uaxactun is rather rare (A.L. Smith 1932: 6).

In Uaxactun, the practice of head covering was more common in the Preclassic period (7 cases) 
and was documented also in the Early Classic period (4 cases of head covering, 2 by vessels, one by 
a large shell and one by metate)9. Even though the largest number of excavated burials from this site 
comes from the Late Classic period (86 burials), only 4 instances of this practice were documented. 
What is even more interesting is that in the Preclassic and Early Classic period, these cases were found 
in various parts of the site, while in Late Classic, all of them were found in a single cluster of burials 
located in the A-V complex. Although it is necessary to look for more evidence to support this interpre-
tation, this practice, which possibly abandoned in the Late Classic period, could have been still carried 
out by members of a certain lineage, occupying this part of the site. Similarly, the only instances of 
vessel placed under the head of the deceased were found in two burials in House Mounds I and II, 
which possibly formed one residential unit (Wauchope 1934: 132).

Intrusive burials
Becker (1993: 55) has considered the relationship between the grave/burial and the structure in 

which it was deposited. It is clear from the archaeological context that in many cases there exists a 
direct connection between a burial and later construction phases. Many burials were included in the 
construction episode, or represent intrusive burials that were later directly overlaid by a new extensive 
construction phase. These intrusive burials can be interpreted as the “killing” of the existing archi-
tectural feature in a termination ritual and as “dedicatory burials”, connected to the new construction 
phase. Fitzsimmons (2009: 67-68) notes that intrusive burials can be interpreted as an act of planting 
and that creation of new features on the landscape might have some ritual meaning, especially when 
royal burials are concerned. This would suggest that whether the burial was intrusive, or not, might 
have some symbolic meaning. For further examination of this connection, it is necessary to carefully 
distinguish between intrusive burials, which were directly covered by later structure or architectural 
feature, and those burials, that were placed in small residential structures, or private rooms of larger 
complexes, and the disturbed contexts were simply patched after the deposition. This can be achieved 
by examining a combination of features of the grave, including grave deposition and the details of 
architectural features. In many cases, the remodeling of the room interior, including room floors, ben-
ches and altars, followed after placement of intrusive burials.

The elite male burials of the Early Classic period (A20, A22, A29, A31 and C1) were intrusive 
and connected with new constructions. For Burials A20, A22, A29  and A31, shrines were constructed 
above the burial chambers (Constructions F, G, H and I). Burial C1 was probably connected to the con-
struction of Structure C-I and remodeling of the plaza floor. However, the structure was not fully exca-
vated and its function, probably of ritual significance, remains unclear. Burial PNT-191 was probably 
connected to the erection of structure E-X. It is interesting that this burial, which was that of a female, 
contained stingray spines at the pelvic region and the body was placed in extended supine position, 
which is more typical for male burials, especially in the Early Classic period. These elite burials, often 
accompanied by construction of shrines in the later construction phases, are possibly connected to the 
practice of “creating the ancestors” (McAnany 2013: 114) and acts of veneration.

Interesting cluster of Late Classic burials discovered in the Construction U (large ceremonial 
platform at the east side of A-V), which does not follow the aforementioned pattern. Burials A58, and 

9 This excludes the instances of severed heads or skulls in urns of vessels placed lip-to-lip. Six instances of this 
practice were documented, one in the Preclassic period and 5 in the Early Classic period.
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A60 do not contain any grave goods, while Burial A28 contained only one bone tube, and bodies were 
placed in the flexed position, with head oriented to the north. However, their placement is interesting 
(see Figure 6). All of these burials were placed on the central axis of this structure and were intrusive 
in earlier constructions inside the Construction U, covered by later phases. This type of placement is 
more often associated with caches (Smith 1950: 91).10 

Burials in chultunob
The function of chultunob in Uaxactun can be interpreted in many different ways (Pinto and 

Acevedo 1993). One of the secondary functions of chultunob was also body disposal. At Uaxactun, 
skeletal remains were documented in 8 chultunob. Seven of these instances represent probably an in-
formal way of body disposal. Burials A14 and A15 contained skeletal remains of one individual, which 
were later covered by a layer of refuse material. Burial PNT-252 consisted of 5 individuals in irregular 
positions, also covered by a layer of refuse. However, it is not clear, if the deposition of these 5 bodies 
happened simultaneously, or through a longer period of time. Some skeletal remains were also mentio-
ned in Chultunob II, III and IV (Burials CAR-1, 2 and 3). In these cases, the published sources do not 
mention the number of individuals. Only the presence of human skeletal material and other artifacts is 
noted. Burial PNT-244 contained a secondary burial of two individuals, composed of two skulls and 
various long bones. The chultun was apparently sealed after the burial was placed, although, like in 
the case of Burial PNT-252, it is not clear, if it represents a collective or multiple burial. The last case, 
Burial HM8 is the burial of a male, lying on the right side in flexed position. This was a formal burial, 
which contained two ceramic vessels.

Data from Uaxactun suggest that chultunob could have been used for body disposal not only 
functioning as graves (Burial HM8), but as a result of differently motivated events (irregularly placed 
bodies in Burial PNT-252). However, the quality of data is often insufficient to study some aspects of 
these events.

CONCLUSIONS

Burials are among the most extensively studied archaeological contexts. Nonetheless, in many 
studies the attention is focused mostly on the contents of the grave (skeletal remains and grave goods), 
and the placement and the type of grave deposition is often omitted. As it was stated before, burials were 
not only a rite of passage for the deceased, but played a significant role in the world of the living – being 
used as offerings  connected with new architectural phases, playing different roles in the legitimization 
of power and laying claims to natural resources, or acts of veneration and communicating with the 
dead. To better understand some of these functions, it is necessary to bring more profound focus to 
the study of the context in which the burials were placed. If we wish to apply some of the commonly 
used statistical tools, it is necessary to carry out the data harmonization and prepare the data for 
further analysis. Although it is possible, that the suggested system will require further modifications, I 
consider it a step forward in the analysis of burial data from the site of Uaxactun.

10 The relationship between caches and burials was examined by M. J. Becker (1993).
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Figure 6. Burials in Construction U of the A-V complex. Upper part shows the plan of A-V complex in Late 
Classic period (Vault II e-h phase). Lower part shows the cut through the Construction U and its  Early Classic 
(orange) and Late Classic (yellow) phases (after Smith 1950: Figs. 69 and 73, modified by author).
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APPENDIX

An overview of all of the documented burials is presented in Tables 1-6.

Table 1. Burials of the Middle Prelassic period (Mamon)
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? Simple? Precedent  - ? P ? ? ? ?

PNT-193 Gr. E - Main Plaza, area 
of N Crt.

? Simple Precedent  - ? P F yA F-? S

Double ? Ch ? ?

PNT-230 E-XVIII CP Simple Intrusive Center Public P M A E-P SW

PNT-232 Group H surroundings Patio? Simple Precedent  - Private? P M A E-S S

SAHI-5 Group A, 
El Respiradero

Cave Simple ?  -  ? Sec ? A Disart.  - 
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Table 2. Burials of the Late Preclassic period (Chicanel)

Burial: Context / location Cont.
type

Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attri-
butes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

A-9 A-I (pyr.B) CP Simple Inclusive  - Public P ? A F-L N

A-50 Group A, north of 
House plat. B

Patio Cist-
sides

Precedent  - Private P M A F-L S

A-53 Group A – House 
plat. B

Patio Simple Inclusive  - Private P ? Ch F-S S

A-56 Group A - House 
plat. A

Patio Simple Intrusive  - Private P ? Inf E-S S

A-61 Group A, pre - House 
plat. A

Patio Simple Precedent  - Private P ? A ? ?

A-63 Group A, W of 
House plat. C

Patio Simple Precedent  - Private P ? Inf ? NW

A-70 Group A – House 
plat. B

Patio Cist/
crypt

?  - Private P ? A E-S N

A-73 Group A – House 
plat. B

Patio Simple Intrusive  - Private P, Urn ? Inf F-L S

E-10 Gr. E - Main Plaza, 
East Trench

Plaza Simple Intrusive  - Public P, Urn ? Inf ? ?

E-11 Gr. E - Main Plaza, 
Main Trench

? Simple Precedent  - ? P ? Ch F-R NW

E-12 Gr. E - Main Plaza, 
Main Trench

? Simple Precedent  - ? P M A E-P E

E-14* Gr. E - Main Plaza, 
Main Trench

? ? Precedent  - ? P ? ? ? ?

E-15 Gr. E - Main Plaza, 
Main Trench

Plaza Simple Precedent  - Public P ? Ch ?-P N

Double F yA F-S N

E-20 Gr. E - Main Plaza, 
Pit 30

? Simple Precedent  - ? Sec ? A Disart.  - 

PNT-196 Group D/Pat.VIII HM? Simple Precedent  - Private P M A E-S N

PNT-199 Gr. E - Main Plaza, 
area of N Crt.

Plaza Simple Intrusive  - Public P M A E-S E?

PNT-200 Gr. E - Main Plaza, 
area of N Crt.

Plaza Simple Intrusive?  - Public P M A E-S NE

PNT-201 Group A – House 
plat.

Patio Simple ?  - Private P F A F-L W

PNT-216 Group J, btw HM 3G 
1,2 and 5

Patio Simple Precedent  - Private P , 
Double

M? A F-R W

Urn F? A Skull?  - 

PNT-224 Group E - SE Plaza Plaza Simple ?  - Public? P ? A E-S NE

(cont.)
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Burial: Context / location Cont.
type

Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attri-
butes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

PNT-225 Group E - SE Plaza Plaza Simple Intrusive  - Public P ? A E-S S

PNT-226 Group E - SE Plaza Plaza Simple ?  - Public? Sec ? A Disart.  - 

PNT-227 Group D  - ? Patio? Simple Precedent  - Private P M? A Seated?  - 

PNT-228 Group D – Patio III 
(out of plaza)

Patio? Simple Precedent  - Private P F A F-L N

PNT-233 Group H South, 
H-sub4

Palace Simple Intrusive Axis Private P ? Ch F-R N

PNT-236 Group E, in front of 
HM 2F-6

Patio? Simple Precedent Axis Private P M A E-S S

PNT-241 Group A – 7A-15 HM Cist-
part

? Center Private P ? A F-R W

SAHI-6 Group F – El Rosario Cave ? ?  -  ? Sec F yA Disart.  - 

Table 3. Burials of the Early Classic period (Tzakol)

Burial: Context / 
location

Cont.type Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attributes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

A-5 A-I (pyr.D) CP Simple Inclusive Stairway, 
Axis

Public? P ? A Disart. .

A-6 A-I (pyr.C) CP Crypt ? Altar, 
Center

Public? P M oA F-L N

A-20 A-V (Room 7) Temple Tomb Intrusive Shrine Public P ? A E-S E

A-22 A-V (Room 8) Temple Tomb Intrusive Shrine Public P M A E-S E

A-27 Group A - 
South Court

Plaza Simple Inclusive  - Public? P , Urn M A Head .

A-29 A-V – Temple 
Court

Temple Tomb Intrusive Center Public P M A E-S E

A-31 A-V – Temple 
Court

Temple Tomb Intrusive Shrine, 
Axis

Public P M A E-S E

A-35 Group A – 
House plat. C

Patio Simple Intrusive  - Private? P ? Inf E-S N

A-39 A-V – Main 
Court

Temple Crypt Inclusive Court 
floor

Public P M? A F-R N

A-59 A-V – East 
Court

Temple Simple Inclusive Axis Public? P ? A F-L E

A-66 A-V – Temple 
Court

Temple Crypt Intrusive Stairway, 
Axis

Public P , Urn ? Inf F-L S

A-75 A-XV Temple Cist-
sides

? Room 
floor

Public P, w/
cache

? Ch ? ?

(cont.)
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Burial: Context / 
location

Cont.type Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attributes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

B-1 B-VIII Mort.str. Tomb Inclusive Shrine Public P F A F-R S

Center Multiple ? Fet ? ?

F A E-S E

? Ch Disart. ?

? Inf ? E

B-2a B-XI Mort.str. Crypt ? Center Private? P F A F-S W

B-2b B-XI Mort.str. Cist-
sides

? Center Private? P F A F-S E

C-1 C-I – centr.
stairway

Temple? Tomb Intrusive Stairway, 
Axis

Public P M A Seated (W)

C-2 Group C – 
plaza

Plaza Simple ? Axis Public P F A F-R N

E-1 E-II – Center 
Room

Temple Simple Intrusive Altar, 
Center

Public P, Urn ? Inf ? ?

E-2 E-VII CP Cist-
sides

Inclusive  - Public P F A E-P E

E-4 E-II – Center 
Room

Temple Simple Intrusive Altar, 
Center

Public P ? Inf ? ?

E-6 E-V – anterior 
chamber

Temple Capp.
pit

Intrusive Room fl., 
Center

Public? P ? yA F-R N

E-21 E-I - Southern 
Room

Temple Simple Intrusive Room 
floor

Public Sec, Urn ? oA Skull .

E-22 E-III - 
Southern 

Room

Temple Simple Intrusive Room 
floor

Public P, Urn ? Ch Head .

E-23 E-II - Southern 
Room

Temple Simple Intrusive Room 
floor

Public P, Urn M? yA Head .

PNT-
191

E-X – Central 
Room

Temple Simple Intrusive Center Public P F A E-S S

PNT-
192

Gr. E - Main 
Plaza – North 

Court

Plaza Simple ?  - Public P M A F-R N

PNT-
203

Gr. E - Main 
Plaza – North 

Court

Plaza Simple Intrusive Axis Public Sec ? Ch Disart. .

PNT-
204

Gr. E - Main 
Plaza – North 

Court

Plaza Simple Intrusive  - Sec F A Disart. .

Double ? Ch Disart. .

PNT-
205

Calzada Shook Causeway Simple Intrusive Stairway Public P ? A F-? N

PNT-
206

B-II Palace Capp.
pit

Inclusive  - Private P ? Inf F-L S

(cont.)
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Burial: Context / 
location

Cont.type Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attributes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

PNT-
207

A-VII – East 
Room

Palace Crypt Intrusive Room 
floor

Private P M A F-L S

PNT-
215

Group Cisne, 
4F-8

HM Simple Precedent  - Private P ? ? E-S SE

PNT-
221

Group A – N 
of 6A-7

Patio? Simple Precedent  - Private P M A F-R E

PNT-
229

Group E - SE 
Plaza

Plaza Cist-
part

Intrusive  - Public P M A F-R N

PNT-
234

Group E – 
(op.191)

Patio Simple Precedent  - Private P M A E-S N

PNT-
244

Chultun D4 Chultun  -  -  -  - Sec ? A Disart. .

Double ? A Disart. .

PNT-
245

Group E – 
(op.191)

Patio Simple ?  - Private P ? Ch F-L W

PNT-
248

D-XLIII HM Simple ? ? Private Sec, Urn ? ? Skull .

PNT-
249

D-V Temple Simple ? Center Public? P ? ? Seated (S)

PNT-
252

Chultun D5 Chultun  -  -  -  - P ? ? Irregular ?

Multiple? ? ? Irregular ?

? ? Irregular ?

? ? Irregular ?

? ? Irregular ?

Table 4. Burials of the Late Classic period (Tepeu)

Burial: Context / 
location

Cont.
type

Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attributes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

A-2 A-I (pyr.E) CP Crypt Inclusive? Center Public? P M A E-S N

A-3 A-I (pyr.E) CP Crypt Inclusive? Center Public? P ? A E-S N

A-4 A-I (pyr.E) CP Crypt Inclusive? Center Public? P ? A E-S W

A-8 A-V 
(Constr.M, 

South 
Court)

Palace Simple Intrusive Court floor Private P ? Ch F-L N

A-10 A-I (pyr.E) CP Simple? Inclusive? Center Public? Sec ? ? Disart. .

A-11 A-V 
(Constr.N)

Palace Cist-
sides

Intrusive? Bench Private P M A F-L N

(cont.)
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Burial: Context / 
location

Cont.
type

Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attributes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

A-12**** A-V 
(Constr.L)

Palace ? ? ? Private? P? F A ? ?

A-17 A-V 
(Constr.C)

Palace Cist-
sides

Inclusive Bench Private P M A F-R W

A-19 A-V (South 
Court)

Palace Crypt Inclusive Court floor Private P F A F-L N

A-21 A-XVIII 
(Room 5)

Palace Capp.
pit

Intrusive Room 
floor

Private P ? Inf E-S N

A-23 A-V 
(Constr.V)

CP Crypt Intrusive Center Public P ? A E-S N

A-24 A-V 
(Constr.K)

Palace Cist-
sides

Inclusive Court floor Public? P ? Inf F-S E

A-25 A-V 
(Constr.K)

Palace Simple Inclusive Room 
floor

Public? P ? Inf F-P W

A-26 A-V 
(Constr.T)

Palace Capp.
pit

? Court fl, 
Axis

Private P ? Inf F-S N

A-28 A-V 
(Constr.U)

CP Capp.
pit

Intrusive Axis Public P M A F-L N

A-30 A-V 
(Constr.N)

Palace Capp.
pit

Intrusive Room 
floor

Private P F? A F-R N

A-32 A-V 
(Constr.J)

Palace Crypt Intrusive Altar, 
Bench

? Sec F A Disart. .

A-33 A-V 
(Constr.A)

Palace Simple Inclusive Blocked 
room

Private P F A F-R N

A-34 A-V 
(Constr.L)

Palace Crypt Intrusive Altar, 
Bench

Public P M? A E-S N

A-36 A-V 
(Constr.O)

Palace Simple Inclusive Stairway Public P ? Ch Skull .

A-37 A-V 
(Constr.Q)

Palace Crypt Inclusive ? Private Sec F? A Disart.

A-38 A-V 
(Constr.J)

Palace Crypt Inclusive Altar ? P ? A F-R N

A-40 A-V 
(Constr.B/L)

Palace Crypt Inclusive Room 
floor

Public P M A F-R N

A-41 A-V 
(Constr.R)

Palace Crypt Inclusive Stairway, 
Axis

Public P F A E-S N

A-42 A-V 
(Constr.B/L)

Palace Crypt Inclusive ? Public P M yA F-R W

A-43 A-V 
(Constr.R)

Palace Crypt Inclusive Bench Public P M A E-S N

A-44 A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Cist-
sides

Intrusive Bench Private P F A F-R W

Double ? Inf ? ?

A-45 A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Crypt Inclusive Bench ? P M A F-R W

(cont.)
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Burial: Context / 
location

Cont.
type

Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attributes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

A-46 A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Simple Intrusive Court floor Private P M A F-L N

A-47 A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Cist-
sides

Intrusive Court floor Private P M yA F-R N

A-48 A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Crypt Inclusive Bench Private P ? Inf E-S N

A-49 A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Capp.
pit

`intrusive? Court floor Private P ? Ch F-R N

A-51 A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Simple Intrusive Court floor Private P F A F-R N

A-52 A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Capp.
pit

Intrusive Bench Private P M A F-R W

A-54 A-V 
(Passage 2)

Palace Capp.
pit

Intrusive Passage 
floor

Private P ? Inf F-L W

A-55 A-V – Main 
Court

Palace Capp.
pit

Intrusive ? Private P ? Inf F-L N

A-57 A-V 
(Constr.L)

Palace Crypt Intrusive Bench Private P ? Ch E-S N

A-58 A-V 
(Constr.U)

CP Crypt Intrusive Axis Public P ? Inf F-R N

A-60 A-V 
(Constr.U)

CP Capp.
pit

Intrusive Axis Public P F A F-R N

A-62 A-V 
(Constr.K)

Palace Simple Inclusive Room 
floor

? P ? Inf F-L S

A-64 A-V 
(Constr.L)

Palace Simple Intrusive Bench Private P F A F-L E

A-65 A-V 
(Constr.L)

Palace Simple ? Room 
floor

Private P ? Inf ? N

A-67 A-V 
(Constr.W)

Palace Cist-
sides

? Room 
floor

Private P F A F-L E

A-68 A-V 
(Constr.W)

Palace Simple ? Room 
floor

Private P F A F-R N

A-69 A-V 
(Constr.L)

Palace Simple Intrusive Room 
floor

Private P ? Inf F-R NE

A-71** A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Simple Intrusive Court floor Private P ? Inf ? ?

A-72** A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Simple Intrusive Court floor Private P ? Ch ? ?

A-74 A-II Temple Crypt ? Stairway Public P M A F-R N

B-3 B-XIII Palace Simple ?  - Private P ? A ? ?

HM-1 House 
Mound II

Bur.
mound

Crypt Intrusive ? Private P M A F-R NW

HM-2 House 
Mound II

Bur.
mound

Crypt Intrusive ? Private P ? ? F-? NW

(cont.)
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Burial: Context / 
location

Cont.
type

Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attributes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

HM-3 House 
Mound I

HM Crypt Intrusive ? Private P M A F-R N

HM-4 House 
Mound I

HM Simple ? ? Private P ? ? ? ?

HM-5 House 
Mound I

HM Cist-
part

? ? Private P ? Ch F-L N

HM-6 House 
Mound II

HM Crypt Intrusive ? Private P ? ? F-R N

HM-7 House 
Mound II

Bur.
mound

Cist-
sides

? ? Private P ? ? F-R SE

HM-8 Chultun 52 Chultun  -  -  - Private P M A F-R NE

HM-9 House 
Mound II

Bur.
mound

Cist-
part

Intrusive ? Private P F A F-L E

HM-10 House 
Mound II

Bur.
mound

Cist-
sides

? ? Private P ? Ch F-R NE

HM-11 House 
Mound II

Bur.
mound

Cist-
sides

? ? Private P M A F-R N

HM-12 House 
Mound IV

HM Crypt Inclusive ? Private P ? ? F-L W

HM-13 House 
Mound IV

HM Simple ? Room 
floor

Private P ? ? F-R N

PNT-194 A-III CP Cist-
part

Intrusive Stairway, 
Axis

Public P M A E-S S

PNT-195 A-XII Palace Simple Inclusive Room 
floor

Private P M A F-L N

PNT-197 A-XVIII – 
base of str.

Palace Cist-
part

Intrusive Stairway Public P M? A ? ?

PNT-198 A-V – on 
front of 

Constr. O

Palace Capp.
pit

Intrusive Court floor Public P ? Ch F-R N

PNT-202 A-XVIII – 
base of str.

Palace Simple Intrusive Stwairway Public P M A F-? ?

PNT-209 B-IV Palace Crypt Intrusive Center Private P M A E-S N

PNT-214 A-XII – 
base of str.

Palace Simple ?  - Private? P ? Ch F-? ?

PNT-222 Group A – 
btw. 7A-13 
and 7A-14

Patio? Simple Precedent Axis Private P ? A ? N

PNT-235 Group D – 
W of 5F-11

Quarry Simple Precedent  - ? P M A ? ?

PNT-237 E – Plaza 
191

Patio Simple Inclusive  - Private Sec ? ? Disart.  - 

Double ? ? Disart.  - 

PNT-238 E – Plaza 
190

Patio Simple ? Axis Public P M A F-R N

(cont.)
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Burial: Context / 
location

Cont.
type

Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attributes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

PNT-239 E – Plaza 
190 / 3F-2

Temple Simple Inclusive ? Public? P ? A Skull  - 

PNT-242 A-XII Palace Simple ? ? Private P M A ? ?

PNT-250 D-XXXVI Palace Simple ? ? Private P ? ? F-R N

PNT-253 Group D/
Patio VIII

Patio Simple Precedent ? Private Sec ? ? LB  - 

SAHI-1 C-IV Palace? Crypt Intrusive Bench Private P ? ? F-R N

SAHI-2 C-IV Palace? Crypt Intrusive Bench Private P ? yA F-S N

SAHI-3 G-II Palace? Capp.
pit

? Axis Private P ? A F-R N

SAHI-4 G-II Palace? Capp.
pit

? ? Private P ? A F-R N

SAHI-
8***

F-II HM? Crypt ? ? Private P ? A ? ?

SAHI-
10***

F-? HM? Crypt ? ? Private P ? ? ? ?

SAHI-11 C-X Palace? Simple ? ? Private Sec ? ? LB  - 

SAHI-
12***

C-X Palace? ? ? ? Private P ? ? ? ?

SAHI-
13***

C-XI Palace? ? ? ? Private P ? ? ? ?

Table 5. Burials deposited after the abandonment of the site. Three of these cases probably did not represent ritual 
interments

Burial: Context / 
location

Cont.
type

Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attributes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

A-7 ## A-V 
(Constr.M)

Palace  - On surface  - Public P ? A Disart. ?

A-13 ## A-V – in front 
of Constr. Q

Palace  - On surface  - Private P M yA ?-P W

A-16 A-V 
(Constr.S)

Palace Cist-
sides

On surface Room 
floor

Private P ? Ch F-P NW

A-18 ## A-V – in front 
of Constr. U

CP/Plaza  - On surface  - Public P F? yA Skull  - 
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Table 6. Undated burials from Uaxactun

Burial: Context / location Cont.
type

Grave 
type

Deposition Other 
attributes

Space Burial Sex Age Position Or.

A-1 A-XVIII – Room 
10

Palace Simple Intrusive Room 
floor

Private P ? yA F-R N

A-14 Chultun A1 Chultun  -  -  - ? P ? ? F-? ?

A-15 Chultun A2 Chultun  -  -  - ? P ? A F-S ?

E-5 E-X – Center 
Room

Temple Simple Intrusive Room fl., 
Center

Public P M? oA E-S N

E-16* Gr. E - Main Plaza 
– Main Trench

? ? Precedent  - ? P ? ? ? ?

E-17 Gr. E - Main Plaza 
– Main Trench

Plaza Simple Intrusive  - Public P M A E-S S

E-18* Gr. E - Main Plaza 
– Main Trench

? ? Precedent  - ? P ? ? ? (NE)

E-19 Group E - Main 
Plaza – Pit 14

? Simple Precedent  - ? P ? yA E-S N

PNT-
208 #

B-II Palace ? ? ? ? P F A ? ?

PNT-240 Group D / 6D-19 HM Simple Precedent Center Private P ? A F-R N

PNT-243 Group D – NE of 
4F-16

Patio? Simple Precedent  - Private P ? A E-P N

PNT-251 B-XII Temple Simple ? ? Private? P ? ? F-R N

SAHI-7 
##

Group Q – La 
Pita II

Cave ? ?  -  - P ? Inf ? ?

SAHI-
9***

F-? HM Crypt ? ? Private P ? ? ? ?

CAR-1 Chultun II Chultun  -  -  -  - ? ? ? ? ?

CAR-2 Chultun III Chultun  -  -  -  - ? ? ? ? ?

CAR-3 Chultun IV Chultun  -  -  -  - ? ? ? ? ?

* Unexcavated
** Disturbed while digging
*** Looted and destroyed
**** Destroyed by fall
# Probably recent
## Possibly not a burial

Context type
CP - ceremonial platform
HM - house mound

Burial
P - primary
Sec - secondary

Age
A - adult
yA - young adult
oA - old adult
Inf - infant
Ch - child

Position
E-S - extended supine
E-P - extended prone
F-L - flexed on left side
F-R - flexed on right side
F-S - flexed supine
Disart. - disarticulated
LB - long bones only
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